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VEHICLE AFFIXABLE FOOD HOLDER AND CLIP

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED.APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 USC 119(e) to United States

Provisional Patent Application No. 61/679,979, entitled VEHICLE AFFIXABLE FOOD

HOLDER AND CLIP, filed August 6 , 2012, the contents of which are incorporated

herein by reference in their entirety.

FIELD OF INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to accessories useful in vehicles for

holding items, such as foods and food receptacles.

BACKGROUND

[0003] There presently exists a few types of cup holders that can be used in

vehicles. Such cup holders typically include a ring or round basket and a flat bottom

piece coupled to a vertically oriented hook. The cup holder accommodates receipt of

a cup, while the vertical hook can engage a portion of a vehicle, such as a car door.

Other cup holders can include vent clips, instead of the vertical hook, which extend

horizontally into vehicle vents.

[0004] The horizontally oriented clip includes a top arm and a bottom arm.

The top arm has a hooked distal end that wraps behind the back of a vent fin. The

bottom arm has an angled distal end that is biased against the hooked distal end of

the top arm. In combination, the angled distal end of the bottom arm eases insertion

of a vent fin within the clip and the hooked distal end of the top arm maintains the fin

within the clip.

[0005] To remove the clip from the fin, the angled distal end of the bottom arm

must be forced away from the hooked distal end of the top arm to create an opening

through which the vent fin can slide.

[0006] In some instances two of such clips are used to hold a cup holder, or

other item, within a vehicle.



SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0007] In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, provided is a

vehicle food holder or container (collectively "food holder"), comprising a housing or

cup configured to hold at least one food item or food receptacle and a clip configured

to removably attach the food holder to an internal portion of a vehicle. The food item

may be a non-beverage food item, such as a sauce, dip, dressing, or other

condiment.

[0008] In various embodiments, the cup can define an opening forming a

single food compartment. The food compartment can take to form of a substantially

hollow void. The food compartment can form an opening to receive an external cup

or container.

[0009] In various embodiments, the cup can define an opening defining two

(or more) food compartments. One or both of the two food compartments can take

the form of one or more substantially hollow voids.

[0010] In various embodiments, an opening can be formed between the two

food compartments. The opening can accommodate use of the two food

compartments as a single food compartment.

[001 ] In various embodiments, the food holder can include one or more

removable divider inserts configured to adapt the cup between a single and double

cup configuration.

[0012] In some embodiments, the food hodler can include a removable insert

in the form of a ring that is insertable in the cup. In some embodiments the ring can

define an insert cup that fits within the cup. In some embodiments, the ring can

include a peripheral band having a plurality of flexible members extending from the

ring toward the center of the cup, and configured to accommodate insertion of

different size and/or shape items. In some embodiments, the ring can be a rubber or

silicone ring.

[0013] In various embodiments, one or more food compartments can be

double walled. In such embodiments, the cup may comprise an inner shell and an

outer shell. In some embodiments, the inner shell may be removable from the outer

shell.

[0014] In various embodiments, one or more food compartments can be lined

with a thermally insulating material or fluid, e.g., a ceramic material or the like.



[0015] In various embodiments, the clip can be a single-arm clip having only

one arm configured to couple to a fin of a vehicle vent.

[0016] In various embodiments, the single-arm clip can include a distal end

having an extended J-hook.

[001 7] In various embodiments, the J-hook of the clip includes a U-shaped

portion having a return. The U-shaped portion can include two substantially parallel

segments joined by a curved segment, wherein a top segment extends from the

housing to the curved segment and a return segment extends from the curved

segment toward to the cup. In such cases, the return segment is shorter than the

top segment. In some embodiments, the top segment and return segment are

substantially parallel. In other embodiments, the return segment is biased upward

from the U-shaped portion toward the top segment.

[0018] In various embodiments, the single arm clip can be formed of a metal,

plastic, resin, or similar material.

[0019] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, provided is

a vehicle food holder, comprising a cup configured to hold at least one food or food

receptacle and a plurality of clips configured to removably attached the food holder

to an internal portion of the vehicle.

[0020] In various embodiments, the plurality of clips can include at least one

single-arm clip having only one arm configured to couple to a fin of the vehicle vent.

The plurality of clips may include a second single arm clip or a different clip, e.g., a

double arm clip. This other clip can also be configured to couple to a fin of a vehicle.

[0021] The fin or fins can be vertical or horizontal.

[0022] In various embodiments, the plurality of clips can include at least one

clip that is movable with respect to a second clip, such that moving the at least one

clip brings the two clips closer together or further apart. In some embodiments, only

one clip is slide-able with respect to the other. In still other embodiments, the two

clips are slide-able with respect to each other. In various embodiments, the

moveable clip is slide-able within a channel formed in the cup. In various

embodiments, two clips are slide-able within two separate channels. In other

embodiments, two clips are slide-able within the same channel.

[0023] In various embodiments, one clip is removable from the cup. In other

embodiments, the two clips are removable from the cup.



[0024] In various embodiments, one clip is rotatable, e.g., to change is

orientation, e.g., from horizontal to vertical. In other embodiments, both clips are

rotatable. In some embodiments, the at least one clip can be rotatable up to about

360 degrees.

[0025] In various embodiments, a plurality of clips may be molded with the

cup. In such embodiments, one or more of the plurality of clips may be breakaway

clips that have a predetermined breakaway point or seam with the cup to enable

selective removal of one or more of the clips from the cup.

[0026] In various embodiments, the food holder includes a lid that can open

and close to cover one or more compartments. If there is more than one

compartment, each compartment can have its own lid, a single lid could cover more

than one compartment, or some combination thereof.

[0027] In various embodiments, the cup or compartment can be removable

from the cup.

[0028] In various embodiments, a plurality of different types of cups or

compartments can be interchangeably placed within the cup.

[0029] In various embodiments, at least one cup or compartment can include

a substantially vertical channel configured to maintain an item in an upright or

vertical position.

[0030] In various embodiments, the food holder can include a plurality of

different types of inserts configured to fit within one or two cups or compartments. In

some embodiments, a single insert can fit within two cups.

[0031] In some embodiment, the cup or compartments are configured to

receive disposable paper cups, such as paper condiment cups.

[0032] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, provided is

a vehicle food holder, comprising a cup configured to hold at least one food item or

receptacle and at least one clip configured to removably attach the food holder to an

object within a vehicle.

[0033] In various embodiments, one or more clip can be L-shaped. The one

or more L-shaped clips can be configured to removably attach to a vent, a seatback

pocket, a door pocket, or the like.

[0034] In various embodiments, the one or more clip can be at least one strap.

The at least one strap can be configured to tie or connect around a post or posts of

or supporting a head rest, or other internal car part.



[0035] In various embodiments, the one or more clip can include an arm

having an adhesive surface, e.g., Velcro. For example, the Velcro surface could be

configured to attach to a fabric surface or a mating Velcro pad adhered to an object

in or an internal surface of a vehicle, e.g., a seat back, dashboard, console, or door.

In various embodiments, the one or more clip can include a magnet.

[0036] In various embodiments, the cup or compartment can be configured to

hold a paste, sauce or other liquid, such as, as examples, dipping sauces,

condiments, and salad dressings.

[0037] In various embodiments, the cup can include a detent mechanism,

which can be configured to be deployed from the food holder to maintain the cup in a

preferred position, e.g., substantially upright.

[0038] In various embodiments, the detent mechanism can include a slide-

able member or arm coupled to the cup, or a portion thereof, wherein the slide-able

member is configured to move in the direction of the clip, or clips, relative to the cup.

[0039] In various embodiments, the detent mechanism can take the form of an

arm that travels within a channel formed at the bottom of the cup and a tab that

extends through the channel and couples to the cup. The tab may be configured to

maintain the detent coupled to the cup, while enabling the arm to move relative to

the cup. In some embodiments, the cup may include one or more grooves and the

arm may include one or more corresponding bosses configured to travel within the

one or more grooves when the detent is deployed. In some embodiments, the one

or more grooves can include at least one groove with friction bumps to provide

resistance to a boss traveling therein.

[0040] In another embodiment, the detent can take the form of an armthat is

substantially maintained within the cup in an un-deployed state and is at least

partially extended from the cup in a deployed state.

[0041] In some embodiments, a bottom portion of the cup can define a

channel within which the arm is maintained. In some embodiments, the bottom of

the cup can include one or more flex arms biased against the arm and configured to

provide resistance for transitioning the arm from the deployed state to the un-

deployed state.

[0042] In various embodiments, the cup can be removable from the one or

more clips, without decoupling the one or more clips from the corresponding internal

portion of the vehicle, e.g., one or more vent fins.



[0043] In accordance with yet another aspect of the present invention,

provided is clip for use with an item holder, wherein the clip includes a top arm with

an extended J-hook and no bottom arm. The clip is removably securable to vent

fins.

[0044] In various embodiments, the extended J-hook includes a U-shaped

portion having an extended return.

[0045] In various embodiments, the U-shaped portion includes two

substantially parallel straight portions connected by a semicircular curved portion.

[0046] In various embodiments, the two substantially parallel straight portions

include an elongated top member extending from the cup to the curved portion and a

return member extending from the curved portion part way toward the cup.

[0047] The top member is longer than the return member, e.g., at least twice

as long. In some embodiments, the return member is at least about a ¼ inch long.

[0048] In various embodiments, the fin or fins can be vertical, horizontal, or

diagonal.

[0049] The clip can attach to a food container or receptacle.

[0050] In accordance with another aspect of the invention, provided is a

prepackaged food receptacle having a food item sealed therein and having at least

one clip configured to couple to an internal portion of a vehicle, such as a fin of a

vehicle vent.

[0051] The at least one clip can be any clip described herein above, such as

at least one single arm clip having an extended J-hook.

[0052] The food within the receptacle can be a condiment, sauce, or dressing,

as examples.

[0053] According to aspects of the present invention, provided is a vehicle

food holder, as shown.

[0054] According to aspects of the present invention, provided is an extended

J-hook clip, as shown

[0055] According to another aspect of the invention is provided a disposable

prepackaged food container, as shown.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0056] The present invention will become more apparent in view of the

attached drawings and accompanying detailed description. The embodiments



depicted therein are provided by way of example, not by way of limitation, wherein

like reference numerals refer to the same or similar elements. The drawings are not

necessarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed upon illustrating aspects of the

invention. In the drawings:

[0057] FIGS. 1-3 are perspective views of embodiments of three different

vehicle food holders, in accordance with the present invention;

[0058] FIG. 4 includes left and right perspective views of another embodiment

of a vehicle food holder, in accordance with the present invention;

[0059] FIG. 5A is includes left side, front, and right side views of another

embodiment of a vehicle food holder; FIG. 5B includes a side perspective view of the

vehicle food holder of FIG. 5A with vertical fins; FIG. 5C includes a top perspective of

the vehicle food holder of FIG. 5A; and FIG. 5D includes side and perspective cross-

sectional views taken along X-X in FIG. 5A, in accordance with the present invention;

[0060] FIGS. 6 and 7 are rear perspective view of other embodiments of a

food holder; in accordance with the present invention;

[0061] FIGS. 8A-8C include perspective views of embodiments of a vehicle

food holder with a lid in the closed position and in an open position, in accordance

with the present invention;

[0062] FIG. 9A shows an embodiment of features of a coupler useful with a

vehicle food holder, in accordance with the present invention;

[0063] FIGS. 9B-9D show embodiments of various clips useful with a vehicle

food holder, in accordance with the present invention;

[0064] FIGS. 10 through 14 shows various embodiments of couplers useful

with a vehicle food holder, in accordance with the present invention;

[0065] FIG. 15 shows embodiments of a vehicle food holder with a

configurable coupler, in accordance with the present invention;

[0066] FIG. 6 shows various embodiments of detent mechanisms of the

vehicle food holder, in accordance with the present invention;

[0067] FIG. 17 provides different views of the vehicle food holder with the

detent of row (B) in FIG. 16, in accordance with the present invention;

[0068] FIG. 18 provides different views of the vehicle food holder with the

detent of row (B) in FIG. 16 and FIG. 17, in accordance with the present invention;

[0069] FIG. 19 provides different views of the vehicle food holder with the

detent of row (C) in FIG. 16, in accordance with the present invention;



[0070] FIGS. 20-22 are perspective views of embodiments of different double-

cup vehicle food holders, in accordance with the present invention;

[0071] FIG. 23 includes perspective views of an embodiment of a vehicle food

holder with a lid in the closed position and in an open position, in accordance with

the present invention;

[0072] FIG. 24 includes two perspective views of a double-cup vehicle food

holder, in accordance with the present invention;

[0073] FIG. 25 shows various embodiments of detent mechanisms of the

vehicle food holder, in accordance with the present invention; and

[0074] FIGS. 26-32 show various embodiments of accessories and

adaptations for a vehicle food holder, in accordance with aspects of the present

invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0075] Various exemplary embodiments will be described more fully

hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which some exemplary

embodiments are shown. The present inventive concept may, however, be

embodied in many different forms and should not be construed as limited to the

exemplary embodiments set forth herein.

[0076] It will be understood that, although the terms first, second, etc. are be

used herein to describe various elements, these elements should not be limited by

these terms. These terms are used to distinguish one element from another, but not

to imply a required sequence of elements. For example, a first element can be

termed a second element, and, similarly, a second element can be termed a first

element, without departing from the scope of the present invention. As used herein,

the term "and/or" includes any and all combinations of one or more of the associated

listed items.

[0077] It will be understood that when an element is referred to as being "on"

or "connected" or "coupled" to another element, it can be directly on or connected or

coupled to the other element or intervening elements can be present. In contrast,

when an element is referred to as being "directly on" or "directly connected" or

"directly coupled" to another element, there are no intervening elements present.

Other words used to describe the relationship between elements should be



interpreted in a like fashion (e.g., "between" versus "directly between," "adjacent"

versus "directly adjacent," etc.).

[0078] The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing particular

embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting of the invention. As used herein,

the singular forms "a," "an" and "the" are intended to include the plural forms as well,

unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It will be further understood that the

terms "comprises," "comprising," "includes" and/or "including," when used herein,

specify the presence of stated features, steps, operations, elements, and/or

components, but do not preclude the presence or addition of one or more other

features, steps, operations, elements, components, and/or groups thereof.

[0079] Spatially relative terms, such as "beneath," "below," "lower," "above,"

"upper" and the like may be used to describe an element and/or feature's

relationship to another element(s) and/or feature(s) as, for example, illustrated in the

figures. It will be understood that the spatially relative terms are intended to

encompass different orientations of the device in use and/or operation in addition to

the orientation depicted in the figures. For example, if the device in the figures is

turned over, elements described as "below" and/or "beneath" other elements or

features would then be oriented "above" the other elements or features. The device

may be otherwise oriented (e.g., rotated 90 degrees or at other orientations) and the

spatially relative descriptors used herein interpreted accordingly.

[0080] Exemplary embodiments are described herein with reference to cross-

sectional illustrations that are schematic illustrations of idealized exemplary

embodiments (and intermediate structures). As such, variations from the shapes of

the illustrations as a result, for example, of manufacturing techniques and/or

tolerances, are to be expected. Thus, exemplary embodiments should not be

construed as limited to the particular shapes illustrated herein, but are to include

deviations in shapes that result, for example, from manufacturing.

[0081] The present invention is directed to a food holder that is useful in a

vehicle for steadily holding a food item for an occupant of a vehicle, e.g., a driver or

passenger. Those skilled in the art will appreciate, however, that such food holder

may be useful in other environments or settings. Those skilled in the art will also

appreciate that the fold holders (or containers) in accordance with the inventive

concept can be used with any of a variety of types of foods, including sauces, dips,



dressings, and the like. Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that the fold

holders can be used to hold food directly or in prepackaged cups or containers.

[0082] FIGS. 1-3 are perspective views of embodiments of three different

vehicle food holders, in accordance with the present invention.

[0083] FIG. 1 shows an embodiment of a vehicle food holder 100 in the form

of a disposable unit. Food holder 100 includes a single cup 10, a lid 20, and a

coupler 30. In other embodiments, the lid may be omitted. Cup 10 includes a

substantially hollow internal portion (not visible, but present beneath lid 20)

configured to hold a food item, such as a sauce, ketchup, dip, or dressing, as

examples.

[0084] Coupler 30 is configured to attach cup 10 to an internal surface or

portion of a vehicle, e.g., car, van, SUV, or truck. In this embodiment, coupler 30

includes two clips A, B extending from cup 10, substantially in parallel. The clips A ,

B are configured to couple to one or more fins of a vehicle air vent to stably hold cup

10 upright, without substantial risk of tipping. Each of clips A, B includes a top arm

and a bottom arm that cooperate to removably secure to a fin, wherein a fin would be

disposed between the top and bottom arms. The top arm has a distal end with a

curved portion, forming a "J"-hook. In this embodiment, with two arms, the curved

portion is relatively short, such that it extends behind, but not substantially under, the

fin.

[0085] The fold holder of FIG. 1 may be disposable, e.g., single use, then

thrown away. Therefore, it can be made out of rigid paper, plastic, or any other

suitable material. The food holder 100 may come pre-filled with food, e.g., dipping

sauce, ketchup, apple sauce, and so on. Otherwise, it may come empty and ready

to receive food from a user.

[0086] FIG. 2 shows an embodiment of food holder 100 that includes cup 10,

without a lid. Here, a void 12 formed within cup 10 is visible. A main body of cup 10

is shell 11, within which a substantial portion of cup 2 is defined. At its top, cup 10

includes a rim 14 that defines a ledge 15. Beneath ledge 15, and internal to cup 10,

is formed a substantial portion of void 12. In this embodiment, an internal diameter

of rim 14 is greater than an internal diameter of at least an upper portion of the

internal portion of cup 10 forming void 12, thereby forming ledge 15. Void 12 and rim

14 may be configured to receive a food-holding cup, such as the small disposable

paper or plastic cups typically used for ketchup and sauces in fast-food restaurants.



(e.g., see FIG. 8) Such small disposable paper cups typically include a top lip that

could be seated on and supported by ledge 15.

[0087] In FIG. 2 the coupler 30 includes two clips C, D. Clips C, D are similar

to clips A, B in that they also have top and bottom arms, wherein the top arm distal

end has a small curved portion that forms a "J-hook." The specific clip embodiment

of clips C, D may be similar to those available for other uses in the prior art, although

cup 10 and food holder 100 are not known in the prior art. The top and bottom arms

of clips C, D cooperate to engage a fin, such as a fin in a vehicle air vent.

[0088] The food holder 100, in this embodiment, is a reusable food holder. In

such an embodiment, the food holder can be a rigid, washable, leak-proof container.

It can optionally also be dishwasher and microwave safe. Accordingly, food holder

100 can be made of plastic, or other known materials. In various embodiment, cup

10 may or may not be thermally insulated, or have thermal insulating properties.

[0089] FIG. 3 shows an embodiment of food holder 100 similar to that of FIG.

2 , but cup 10 includes an outer shell 13, wherein shell 11 may be an inner shell

disposed within outer shell 13. In some embodiments, outer shell 13 and inner shell

11 may be integrally formed as a single unit. In other embodiments, outer shell 13

and inner shell 11 may be discrete pieces, either permanently or removably

combined together. Thus, outer shell 13, like inner shell 11, may be considered to

form part of cup 10.

[0090] Outer shell 13 may provide thermal insulation to cup 10, forming a

thermally insulated cup 10. Outer shell 13 may be a double-wall unit, with a gap

formed between an outer wall and an inner wall of outer shell 13. For example, air or

some other material, liquid or gas may fill the gap to, for example, provide thermal

insulation. In other embodiments, outer shell may have a single-wall construction,

but a gap may be formed between the outer shell 13 and inner shell 1.

[0091] In FIG. 3 , coupler 30 is substantially the same as that of FIG. 2 .

[0092] FIG. 4 includes left side and right side views of another embodiment of

a vehicle food holder 100. This embodiment of food holder 100 is similar to that of

FIG. 3, but includes a lid 20, which is shown in an open state. Lid 20 is configured to

close cup 0 and cover void 12, and may include a tab 22 to engage rim 14. Lid 20

may or may not be thermally insulated, or have thermal insulating properties, as

discussed above. Lid 20 may be a rigid, washable, leak-proof lid, which can

optionally also be dishwasher and microwave safe.



[0093] In FIG. 4 , a set of fins 40 is shown with a double arrow depicting a

direction of insertion and removal of coupler 30 to removably attach food holder 100

to fins 40. The embodiment of food holder 100 having a lid is shown with fins 40 as

an example, but the other food holder embodiments with horizontal clips would

similarly engage with fins 40.

[0094] FIG. 5A includes left side, front, and right side views of an embodiment

of food holder 100 similar to that of FIG. 4, but with a different coupler 30. In each

view, lid 20 is open. FIG. 5B includes a top perspective of the vehicle food holder of

FIG. 5A; and FIG. 5C includes side and perspective cross-sectional views taken

along X-X in FIG. 5B.

[0095] FIG. 5B shows an embodiment of the vehicle food holder 100 of FIG.

5A with the clips E turned 90 degrees so achieve an orientation useful for engaging

vertical fins 40. In such embodiments, clips E may be individually rotatable. In other

embodiments, clips E could be collectively rotatable, see, for example, the

embodiment of FIG. 14. The same could be true for other types of clips, e.g., clips

C, D.

[0096] Additionally, as shown in FIG. 5D, an annular snap 10a feature is

included that fastens inner shell 11, which can take the form of a removable cup or

container, to outer shell 13. This results in no fastening seen from inside the cup 10

or void 12. The annular snap is formed from an inner annular recess formed in outer

shell 3. The annular snap 0a comprises an indent 13a defined in outer shell 13

and a corresponding projection 1 a on an external surface of inner shell 11. When

inner shell 11 is pressed into outer shell 13, the projection 11a snaps into the indent

13a. In this embodiment, the annular snap 10a extends annularly for at least a

portion of the circumference of the inner and outer shells 1 , 13. Also preferably, the

snap fit is such that inner shell 11 can be snapped in an out of outer shell 13.

[0097] The cross-sectional views of FIG. 5D also shows portions of an

embodiment of a snap closure that secures lid 20 closed to cup 10 via tab 22. In this

embodiment, rim 14 includes an internal projection 22a configured to engage tab 22.

Tab 22 is made to be somewhat flexible so that it can snap onto and off of projection

22a in response to a user's hand action.

[0098] In FIGS. 5A-5D, coupler 30 includes at least one clip E. Clip E

includes a top arm, but not a bottom arm. Clip E includes a distal end with an

extended curve that forms an extended J-hook 32. In this embodiment, the



extended J-hook includes an extension 33 that extends toward cup 0 and beneath

the portion of the arm that extends between the cup and curve. The extension 33

may be straight and may be substantially parallel to the arm. The extended J-hook

32 is configured to enable securing the food holder 100 to a fin 40 without need of a

bottom arm, as is shown.

[0099] At the bottom of cup 10 may be provided a detent 50. In this

embodiment, detent 50 is configured to extend from the bottom of cup 10 in the

direction of coupler 30 and may be used to maintain a bottom of cup 10 at a distance

from the fins (or other vehicle surface or part) to substantially maintain the food

holder is in upward orientation for use without significant risk of spilling. Detent 50,

and embodiments thereof, will be described in greater detail below.

[001 00] FIGS. 6 and 7 are rear perspective view of other embodiments of a

food holder; in accordance with the present invention. In each of FIGS. 6 and 7, the

clips take the general form of clips E in FIGS. 5A-5D, with extended J-hooks.

[00101] In FIG. 6 , a first clip E 1 is secured and not movable with respect to cup

10. For example, clip E 1 may be molded with cup 10. However, a second clip E2 is

horizontally movable with respect to cup 10, within a slot 34. As such, an end of clip

E 1 proximate to cup 10 may include an anchor 35 configured to slide left and right

within slot 34. The enabled horizontal movement of at least one clip, here clip E2,

allows the coupler to be configurable, and reconfigurable, for use with different vent

or fin widths or configurations. Therefore, coupler 30 may be considered to be a

reconfigurable coupler 30.

[00102] In FIG. 7 , the coupler 30 includes two clips E2, similar to clip E2 in FIG.

6 . Thus, each of clips E2 may have anchors 35 configured to slide within respective

slots 34, as discussed above with respect to FIG. 6 .

[00103] FIGS. 8A-8C includes perspective views of embodiments of a food

holder 100 with a lid 20 in a closed position and in an open position, in accordance

with the present invention. Food holder 100 in FIGS. 8A-8C may similar to the food

holders in FIGS. 4 and 5A-5C, as examples. In this embodiment, food holder 100 in

FIGS. 8A and 8B has the clips C, D shown in FG. 4 , while food holder 100 in FIG. 8C

has the clip E shown in FIGS. 5A-5D. With lid 20 in the closed position, in FIG. 8A,

void 12 is completely closed. This allows for storage of food within cup 10. As

shown in FIG. 8B with lid 20 open, one or more disposable paper or plastic cups 1

may be stored within cup 0. As shown in FIG. 8C, a prepackaged cup 4 may be



inserted and/or stored in food holder 100. In each of FIGS. 8B and 8C, lid 20 may

be closed to preserve the contents of cup 1, 4.

[00104] A lip of such cups 1, 4 may be seated within rim 14 and supported by

ledge 15 (not shown), although ledge 15 is not essential to the invention. Also, while

cups 1 are described as disposable, it is conceivable that cups 1 may be reusable or

may be disposable cup liners, e.g., as in FIG. 8B. Cups 4 may also be prepackaged

servings of food, e.g., ketchup or other condiments, dips, sauces, and so on, which

fit within cup 10, e.g., as in FIG. 8C.

[001 05] FIG. 9A shows an embodiment of a feature of coupler 30 useful with a

vehicle food holder 100, in accordance with the present invention. In FIG. 9A, a

coupler support portion 3 1 of cup 10 is shown, which includes slot 34, which is a

double slot configured to accommodate at least two clips. Slot 34 includes a clip

opening 36 configured to receive an anchor of a clip.

[00106] FIGS. 9B-9D show embodiments of various clips useful with a vehicle

food holder, in accordance with the present invention. In FIG. 9B, clip C, D, includes

top and bottom arms and an anchor 35 configured to fit within opening 36 of slot 34.

Slot 34 can accommodate two such clips C, D, e.g., one on the slide left and the

other on the right within. Clip C, D may be found in the prior art, but not with a food

holder in accordance with the present invention.

[00107] In FIG. 9C, clip E includes anchor 35, which includes the extended J-

hook discussed above. Clip E is also configured to fit within opening 36 of slot 34,

and then slide left and/or right within slot 34. Opening 36 is centrally located within

slot 34 in this embodiment, wherein at least two clips can be installed, with at least

one left and one right, in this embodiment.

[00108] In other embodiment, different openings and anchor configurations can

be used. For example, in some embodiments, slot 34 need not include an opening

36, and the anchor 38 could be configured to be narrow enough in one dimension

(e.g., vertical) for insertion and long enough in another dimension (e.g., horizontal)

so that the clip E can be turned 90 degrees from upright for insertion, anchor 38

inserted in slot 34, and then turned upright to be maintained within slot 34. Such a

ip is shown in FIG. 9D as clip E'.

[00109] FIGS. 10 through 14 show various embodiments of alternative couplers

30 useful with vehicle food holder 100, in accordance with the present invention.



[001 10] In FIG. 10, coupler 30 includes one or more "L"-shaped clips F, which

could enable the food holder 100 to be hung, e.g., inside a vehicle. For example, L-

shaped clips F could be used to hang food holder 100 from seat back pockets, door

handles or door pockets.

[001 11] In FIG. 11, coupler 30 includes a clip G, which can be spring loaded

and biased in a closed position. Clip G may be used on similar portions of a car

interior as L-shaped clips F.

[001 12] In FIG. 12, coupler 30 could take the form of a magnet or Velcro clip H

configured to couple to a substantially flat surface, e.g., a dashboard face, a door

panel, a seat surface, and so on.

[001 13] In FIG. 13, coupler 30 can take the form of a strap (or "clip") I , e.g.,

fabric, plastic, or similar, that could be used to tie or otherwise secure around a

vertical portion of a car, e.g., posts of a headrest.

[001 14] In FIG. 14, coupler 30 can take the form of a rotatable clip J, which

could be used to couple the food holder 100 to a diagonal vent, for example. In such

embodiments, the clip J preferably has resistance in the rotation so that the cup 0

does not easily rotate and spill its contents.

[001 15] FIG. 15 shows embodiments of a vehicle food holder 100 with a

configurable coupler 30. Vehicle food holder 100 may be a disposable unit, as in

FIG. 1, as an example. In this embodiment, coupler 30 includes a plurality of clips

A,B which can be selectively removed to form a coupler 30 configuration sufficient

for the fins, vent, or other interior vehicle part to which the food holder 100 is to be

coupled. As such, each clip A, B can be selectively broken off to arrive at the

preferred subset of clips A, B.

[001 16] In FIG. 15, three front views are shown with different subsets of clips A,

B, where a leftmost clip is designated clip A and the rightmost clip is designated as

clip B. In the left view, the second and fourth clips have been removed. In the

center view, the second and third clips have been removed. In the right view, the

first and fourth clips have been removed. These are merely examples, less or more

clips may be included and/or removed.

[001 17] FIG. 16 shows various embodiments of detents 50 of the vehicle food

holder 100, in accordance with the present invention. In each of rows (A), (B), and

(C) a left column shows detent 50 in a closed position and the right column shows



detent 50 in an open position. In each case, detent 50 can be extended in a

direction of the coupler 30, e.g., toward a vent or other car part.

[001 18] In row (A), detent 50 is in the form of a disk 5 1 coupled to a bottom of

cup 10 via a hinge pin 52 that allows rotation of disk 5 1 out from the bottom of cup

10. Also, the embodiment of row (A) shows a slot 34 with opening 36 not centered,

and off to one side of channel 34.

[001 19] In row (B), detent 50 is in the form of a disk 53 having a slot 54 coupled

to a bottom of cup 0 via a tab 55 that allows disk 53 to slide in and out from the

bottom of cup 10.

[00120] In row (C), detent 50 is in the form of an arm 56 having slot 54 coupled

to a bottom of cup 0 via tab 55 that allows arm 56 to slide in and out from the

bottom of cup 10.

[00121] FIG. 17 provides different views of the vehicle food holder 100 with the

detent 50 of row (B) in FIG. 16, in accordance with the present invention. The left

view is a bottom view, the center view is a side perspective view, and the right view

is a top view, looking down inside cup 10 and void 12.

[00122] With respect to the top view, holes 17 are shown for use with the

detent 50 in FIG. 16 row (B) and hole 18 may optionally for the detent 50 of FIG. 16,

row (A).

[00123] FIG. 18 provides different views of the vehicle food holder 100 with the

detent 50 of row (B) in FIG. 16 and FIG. 17, in accordance with the present

invention. In this embodiment, at the bottom of cup 0, there is a pair of slots 6 with

built in friction bumps 16a. Tab 55 fits through slot 54 and includes two posts 55a

configured to secure into holes 17 at the bottom of cup 10. With the tab posts 55a

secured into holes 1 , through disk 53, tab 55 remains fixed with respect to the

bottom of cup 10 and disk 53, even when disk 53 is extended. Disk 53 includes disk

bumps 53a configured to travel through slots 16 in the bottom of cup 10 when the

disk 53 is extend. Friction bumps 16a of slots 6 provide travel resistance to the disk

bumps 53a and, therefore, to disk 53 so that disk 53 can maintain its extended

position when in use. To extend disk 53, a user may push disk 53 out from the

bottom of cup 10, and it may be returned by pushing disk 53 in an opposite direction.

[00124] Hole 18 in the bottom of cup 10 shown in FIGS. 17 and 18 may be

included with the detent 50 embodiment of FIG. 16 row (A) to receive hinge pin 52



for rotatable disk 51. Hole 18 is not necessary for the detent 50 shown in FIG. 6

row (B) and FIGS. 1 and 18.

[00125] FIG. 19 provides different views of vehicle food holder 100 with the

detent of row (C) in FIG. 16, in accordance with the present invention. In FIG. 19,

arm 56 of detent 50 travels within a cup channel 19 to extend for use. Tab 55 may

formed integral with the cup bottom (as shown) or later affixed and secured to the

cup bottom. One or more flex arms 19a may be formed within the cup channel 19 to

provide resistance to the sliding movement of arm 56. In this embodiment, two flex

arms 19a, one on each side of tab 55, are biased toward a top of arm 56 to provide

the resistance. The top surface of arm 56, closest to and facing the bottom of cup

10, may be patterned to increase friction with flex arms 19a. Such patterning may

take the form of ridges 56b or protrusions 56c, as examples.

[00126] FIGS. 20-22 are perspective views of embodiments of different double-

cup vehicle food holders, in accordance with the present invention.

[00127] FIG. 20 shows an embodiment of a disposable double-cup vehicle food

holder 200, similar to the disposable single food cup holder 100 of FIG. 1. Food cup

holder 200, includes two cups 10, a lid 20 to cover the cups, and a coupler 30. In

this example, coupler 30 includes clips A and B. As with the embodiment of FIG. 15,

coupler 30 may originally include a plurality of clips, e.g., 3 or more, that can be

individually be removed to enable the user to configure the coupler as desired, by

selectively removing clips A,B.

[00128] FIG. 2 1 shows an embodiment of a double-cup food holder 200, similar

to that shown in FIG. 2 . A main body of each cup 10 is shell 11, within which a

substantial portion of void 12 is defined. In some embodiments, at least one of the

cups 10 may include notch 201, here vertically oriented. Notch 201 could also be

included in any of the single cup embodiments, such as those discussed above.

[00129] Between the two cups 10 may be formed or included a cup divider 202.

In FIG. 21, coupler 30 includes clips C, D, but clip E, as an example, could be used.

[001 30] FIG. 22 shows an embodiment of food holder 200 similar to that of FIG.

21, but cup 10 includes an outer shell 13, wherein shell 11 (not visible) may be an

inner shell disposed within outer shell 13. In that regard, the embodiment of FIG. 22

is also similar to that of FIG. 3 .

[00131] In some embodiments, outer shell 13 and inner shell 11 may be

integrally formed as a single unit. In other embodiments, outer shell 13 and inner



shell 11 may be discrete pieces, either permanently or removably combined

together. Thus, outer shell 13, like inner shell 11, may be considered to form part of

cup 10.

[00132] Outer shell 13 may provide thermal insulation to cup 10, forming a

thermally insulated cup 10. Outer shell 13 may be a double-wall unit, with a gap

formed between an outer wall and inner wall of outer shell 13. For example, air or

some other material, liquid or gas may fill the gap to, for example, provide thermal

insulation. In other embodiments, outer shell may have a single-wall construction,

but a gap may be formed between the outer shell 13 and inner shell 11.

[00133] In FIG. 22, coupler 30 may substantially the same as those of FIG. 2-4

or 5A-5C.

[00134] In FIG. 22, notch 201 is shown helping maintain a food item 2 in a

vertical position, which could be a regular sauce pack (e.g., for ketchup, mustard,

mayonnaise, wasabi, hot sauce, soy sauce, etc.).

[00135] Between the two cups 10 may be formed or included a cup divider 202.

In such embodiment, cup divider may be removable to form a larger single cup.

Therefore, in some embodiments, the cup may be reconfigurable between single,

double, or other types of cups.

[00136] FIG. 23 includes perspective views of an embodiment of a vehicle food

holder 200 with a lid 20 in the closed position and in an open position, in accordance

with the present invention. With lid 20 in the closed position, void 12 is completely

closed. This allows for storage of food within cups 10. As shown with lid 20 open,

disposable paper or plastic cups 1 may be stored within at least one of the cups 0,

or prepackages food cups 4 as another example. A lip of such cups 1 may be

seated within rim 14 and supported by ledge 15 (not shown), although ledge 15 is

not essential to the invention. Also, while cups 1 are described as disposable, it is

conceivable that cups 1 may be reusable or may be disposable cup liners. Cups 4

may also be prepackaged servings of food, e.g., ketchup or other condiments, dips,

sauces, and so on, which fit within cup 10.

[00137] The rear perspective view shown the food holder 200 with coupler 30

having clips C, D. But in other embodiments, clips E may alternatively be used, or

other types of clips.

[00138] FIG. 24 includes two perspective views of a double-cup vehicle food

holder 200, in accordance with the present invention. In one view, the divider 202 is



omitted, creating a wider compartment that can be used as two cups or one larger

cup. In such embodiments, divider 202 may be removable, to form a food holder

with a reconfigurable internal compartment. In FIG. 24, a food storage container 3

can be inserted into the wider compartment to accommodate various sauce

containers or other food items (e.g. French fries).

[00139] FIG. 25 shows various embodiments of detent mechanisms 50 of the

vehicle food holder 200, in accordance with the present invention. The detent

mechanisms 50 shown in FIG. 25 row (A) and row (B) are similar to those of FIG. 16

rows (A) and (C). In row (A) of FIG. 25, a disk 5 1 is rotatable with respect to a

bottom of cup 10, as discussed above. In row (B), the arm 53 can slide within

channel 19 formed at the bottom of cup 10. Similarly, the detent mechanism 50 of

row (C) of FIG. 16 could be adapted to the double-cup embodiments of the food

holder 200.

[00140] FIGS. 26-32 show various embodiments of accessories and

adaptations for a vehicle food holder 100, 200, in accordance with aspects of the

present invention.

[00141] In FIG. 26 a sauce container holder 300, such as those used for

rectangular barbeque sauce packets 3 given in fast food restaurants, is provided.

Sauce container holder 300 includes a rim 302 attached to a coupler 30. Here a clip

G, such as the shown in FIG. 1 , is depicted, but any of the couplers could be used.

[00142] In FIG. 27, a disposable or single use food holder 310 is shown for

such barbeque sauces, and the like. In this embodiment, food holder 310 can

include a prepackaged sauce.

[00143] In FIG. 28, a food holder 320 is provided that include a ring 321 and a

cup 10. Food holder 320 can be an insert for a vehicle cup holder and serve the

same purpose as those food holder described above.

[00144] In FIG. 29, a flexible ring insert 330 can be an accessory to a food

holder 100, 200. The flexible ring, e.g., made from rubber, can allow the food holder

100, 200 to accommodate different size sauce cups, for example.

[00145] In FIG. 30, a food holder 340 is provided that is similar to that of FIG.

29, which can be an insert for a vehicle cup holder and serve the same purpose as

those food holder described above.



[00146] In FIG. 31, the food holder includes a coupler 30 in the form of a

suction cup 350 that can be used to couple the food cup holder to windows or other

substantially smooth and flat surfaces.

[00147] In FIG. 32, a secondary insert 360 can be provided as an accessory for

the food holder 100, 200. Insert 360 can provide a different form of holder that could

better accommodate certain foods or sauces, as examples.

[00148] In various embodiments, any of the couplers could be used with any

type of food holder 100, 200. And any of the detents 50 could be used with any type

of food holder 00, 200. Also, in various double-cup embodiments with lids, the lid

could comprise two separate lids, one for each cup.

[00149] While the foregoing has described what are considered to be the best

mode and/or other preferred embodiments, it is understood that various

modifications can be made therein and that the invention or inventions may be

implemented in various forms and embodiments, and that they may be applied in

numerous applications, only some of which have been described herein. It is

intended by the following claims to claim that which is literally described and all

equivalents thereto, including all modifications and variations that fall within the

scope of each claim.



What is claimed is:

1. A vehicle food holder, comprising:

at least one cup configured to hold a food item; and

a coupler configured to couple the at least one cup to an internal part of a

vehicle, wherein the coupler comprises at least one clip.

2 . The food holder of claim 1, wherein the at least one clip is configured to

couple the at least one cup to at least one fin in an internal vehicle vent.

3 . The food holder of claim 2 , wherein the at least one clip has an

extended J-hook end and the clip comprises a top arm and not a bottom arm.

4 . The food holder of claim 2 , wherein the at least one clip includes a

plurality of clips, and at least one of the plurality of clips includes at least one clip

having an extended J-hook end.

5 . The food holder of claim 4 , wherein the coupler includes 2 clips, each

having an extended J-hook end.

6 . The food holder of claim 1, wherein the at least one clip is a plurality of

clips, including one or more rotatable clips.

7 . The food holder of claim 1, wherein the at least one clip is a plurality of

clips, including one or more individually removable clips.

8 . The food holder of claim 1, wherein the at least one cup is thermally

insulated.

9 . The food holder of claim 1, wherein the at least one cup includes an

inner shell disposed in an outer shell.



10. The food holder of claim 9 , wherein the inner shell is removably

secured in the outer shell.

. The food holder of claim 10 , wherein the inner shell is removably

secured in the outer shell by an annular snap.

12. The food holder of claim , wherein the at least one cup consists of a

single cup.

13 . The food holder of claim 1, wherein the cup includes a double cup.

1 . The food holder of claim 1, further comprising a removable divider

configured to divide the double cup into at least two separate cups.

15. The food holder of claim , further comprising a substantially vertical

notch formed in one or more of the at least one cups.

16. The food holder of claim 1, further comprising:

an outwardly extendable detent configured to maintain a distance between the

at least one cup and an object to which the food holder is coupled.

17. The food holder of claim 16, wherein the detent extends in a direction

of the coupler.

18. The food holder of claim 16, wherein the detent extends from a bottom

of the at least one cup.

19. The food holder of claim , wherein the at least one cup is at least one

prepackaged cup containing the food item.

20. The food holder of claim 1, further comprising:

a lid configured to close the at least one cup.



2 . An extended J-hook clip useful to couple an apparatus to a fin or the

like, the extended J-hook comprising:

an elongated top segment having a proximal end and a distal end;

an extended J-hook formed at the distal end, the extended J-hook includes a

U-shaped portion and a return that extends beneath the top segment and toward the

proximate end.

22. The extended J-hook clip of claim 2 1, further comprising:

an anchor formed at the top segment proximal end and configured to

removably attach to the apparatus.

23. A food holder as shown and described herein.

24. An extended J-hook clip, as shown and described.

25. A disposable prepackaged food container, as shown and described.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 06 January 2014 (06.01.2014)

1. A removable vehicle dipping sauce holder, comprising:

at least one cup defining an internal void configured to receive at least one

disposable sauce-holding cup; and

a coupler configured to couple the at least one cup to an internal part of a

vehicle, wherein the coupler comprises at least one clip.

2 . The dipping sauce holder of claim , wherein the at least one

disposable sauce-holding cup has a top lip and at the top of the internal void is

defined a ledge configured to support the top lip of the at least one disposable

sauce-holding cup.

3 . The dipping sauce holder of claim 1, wherein at least one cup is

configured to hold a plurality of disposable dipping sauce cups.

4 . The dipping sauce holder of claim 3 , wherein the plurality of disposable

dipping sauce cups are vertically stacked and stored within the internal void.

5 . The dipping sauce holder of claim 1, wherein the at least one clip is

configured to couple the at least one cup to at least one fin in an internal vehicle

vent.

6 . The dipping sauce holder of claim 5 , wherein the at least one clip has

an extended J-hook end and the clip comprises a top arm and not a bottom arm.

7 . The dipping sauce holder of claim 5, wherein the at least one clip

includes a plurality of clips, and at least one of the plurality of clips includes at least

one clip having an extended J-hook end.

8 . The dipping sauce holder of claims 6 and 7, wherein the coupler

includes 2 clips, each having an extended J-hook end.



9 . The dipping sauce holder of claim , wherein the at least one clip is a

plurality of clips, including one or more rotatable clips.

10. The dipping sauce holder of claim 1, wherein the at least one clip is a

plurality of clips, including one or more individually removable clips.

11. The dipping sauce holder of claim 1, wherein the at least one cup is

thermally insulated.

12. The dipping sauce holder of claim 1, wherein the at least one cup

includes an inner shell disposed in an outer shell.

13. The dipping sauce holder of claim 12, wherein the inner shell is

removably secured in the outer shell.

14. The dipping sauce holder of claim 13, wherein the inner shell is

removably secured to the outer shell by an annular snap.

15 . The dipping sauce holder of claim 1, wherein the at least one cup

consists of a single cup.

16 . The food holder of claim 1, wherein the at least one cup is a double

cup configured to hold and enable access to two dipping sauces at the same time.

17. The dipping sauce holder of claim 16, further comprising a removable

divider configured to divide the double cup into at least two separate internal voids,

wherein both internal voids are configured to receive at least one disposable sauce-

holding cup.

18. The dipping sauce holder of claim 16, further comprising a vertical

notch formed in one or more of the at least one cups to maintain a sauce pack in a

vertical position.



9. The dipping sauce holder of claim 16, wherein each of the double cups

stores a stack of disposable cups, enabling access to dipping sauces from each cup

of the double cups at the same time.

20. The dipping sauce holder of claim 1, further comprising:

an outwardly extendable detent configured to maintain a distance between the

at least one cup and an object to which the sauce holder is coupled.

21. The dipping sauce holder of claim 20, wherein the detent extends in a

direction of the coupler.

22. The food dipping sauce of claim 20, wherein the detent extends from a

bottom of the at least one cup.

23. The dipping sauce holder of claims , wherein the at least one cup is at

least one prepackaged disposable dipping sauce holder containing a prepackaged

dipping sauce.

24. The dipping sauce holder of claims 23, wherein the at least one cup is

at least one prepackaged dipping sauce cup having a plurality of breakaway clips

configured to hook around one or more vent fins, wherein a subset of the breakaway

clips can be removed to configure the dipping sauce holder for removable

attachment to a specific fin configuration.

25. The dipping sauce holder of claim 1 and 16, further comprising:

a lid configured to cover the at least one cup and close the dipping sauce

holder to maintain sanitary conditions of internally stored disposable cups.

26. A removable vehicle dipping sauce holder, comprising:

at least one cup defining an internal void configured to receive at least one

disposable sauce-holding cup having a top lip, at the top of the internal void is

defined a ledge configured to support the lip of at least one disposable sauce-holding

cup; and



a coupler configured to couple the at least one cup to an internal part of a

vehicle, wherein the coupler comprises at least a notch configured to receive a

variety of types of attachments, including Velcro, one or more vertical hook arms, a

strap, an adhesive pad, one or more flexible arm or clip, one or more extended J-

hook clips, and one or more clips.

27. An extended J-hook clip useful to couple an apparatus to a fin or the

like, the extended J-hook comprising:

an elongated top segment having a proximal end and a distal end;

an extended J-hook formed at the distal end, the extended J-hook includes a

U-shaped portion and an extend return that extends beneath the top segment and

toward the proximate end,

wherein the U-shaped portion includes two substantially parallel straight

portions connected by a semicircular curved portion, and

the return is at least about a ¼ inch long.

28. The extended J-hook clip of claim 27, further comprising:

an anchor formed at the top segment proximal end and configured to

removably attach to the apparatus.

29. A removable vehicle double-cup sauce holder, comprising:

two cups formed in an outer shell, at least one of the two cups defining an

internal void configured to receive at least one disposable sauce-holding cup; and

a coupler configured to couple the sauce holder to an internal part of a

vehicle, wherein the coupler comprises at least one clip.

30. The double-cup sauce holder of claim 29, wherein each of the two cups

defines an internal void configured to receive at least one disposable sauce-holding

cup having a top lip, at the top of the internal void of each cup is defined a ledge

configured to support the lip of at least one disposable sauce-holding cup.



3 1 . The dipping sauce holder of claim 29, wherein at least one of the two

cups is configured to hold a plurality of vertically stacked disposable dipping sauce

cups.

32. The dipping sauce holder of claim 29 to 3 1, further comprising:

a lid configured to cover the two cups and close the sauce holder.

33. The double-cup sauce holder of claim 32, wherein the lid that fully

encloses the two cups when in receipt of a stack of a plurality of unused disposable

cups.

34. The dipping sauce holder of claim 29, further comprising a substantially

vertical notch formed in one or more of the two cups.

35. A removable vehicle dipping sauce holder, comprising:

at least one cup defining an internal void configured to receive at least one

disposable sauce-holding cup, at the top of the internal void is a flexible holder that

can accommodate and hold a variety of diameter disposable cups; and

a coupler configured to couple the at least one cup to an internal part of a

vehicle, wherein the coupler comprises at least one clip.

36. The dipping sauce holder of claim 35, wherein the flexible holder

includes a plurality of rubber inwardly projecting tentacle-like fingers.

37. A removable vehicle dipping sauce holder of claim 35, wherein the at

least one cup is at least two cups, each cup defining an internal void configured to

hold a dipping sauce.

38. A dipping sauce holder as shown and described herein.

39. An extended J-hook clip, as shown and described.



40. A disposable prepackaged dipping sauce container, as shown and

described.

4 1. A disposable prepackaged dipping sauce holder with breakaway clips,

as shown and described, for single or double cups.

42. A dipping sauce holder, as shown and described herein.

43. A disposable dipping sauce holder, as shown and described herein.

44. A disposable dipping sauce cup, as shown and described herein.
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